Internship Guidelines
The USC Annenberg School for Communication and Journalism believes that
professional internships are an integral part of our students’ education. We expect
that students will be given personal training, guidance and regular evaluations by the
employer's internship coordinator. This hands-on training will give students practical
exposure to the field of their studies, where they can develop skills and experience
which will be highly relevant to their careers. The employer’s internship coordinator will
also provide interns with a clear understanding of their duties, responsibilities and
expected results.
Unpaid Internships and the Fair Labor Standards Act
This fact sheet provides general information to help determine whether interns and
students working for “for-profit” employers are entitled to minimum wages and overtime
pay under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA).1
Background
The FLSA requires “for-profit” employers to pay employees for their work. Interns and
students, however, may not be “employees” under the FLSA—in which case the FLSA
does not require compensation for their work.
The Test for Unpaid Interns and Students
Courts have used the “primary beneficiary test” to determine whether an intern or
student is, in fact, an employee under the FLSA.2In short, this test allows courts to examine
the “economic reality” of the intern-employer relationship to determine which party is
the “primary beneficiary” of the relationship. Courts have identified the following seven
factors as part of the test:
1.
The extent to which the intern and the employer clearly understand that there is
no expectation of compensation. Any promise of compensation, express or implied,
suggests that the intern is an employee—and vice versa.
2.
The extent to which the internship provides training that would be similar to that
which would be given in an educational environment, including the clinical and other
hands-on training provided by educational institutions.
3.
The extent to which the internship is tied to the intern’s formal education program
by integrated coursework or the receipt of academic credit.
4.
The extent to which the internship accommodates the intern’s academic
commitments by corresponding to the academic calendar.
5.
The extent to which the internship’s duration is limited to the period in which the
internship provides the intern with beneficial learning.
6.
The extent to which the intern’s work complements, rather than displaces, the
work of paid employees while providing significant educational benefits to the intern.
7.
The extent to which the intern and the employer understand that the internship is
conducted without entitlement to a paid job at the conclusion of the internship.
Courts have described the “primary beneficiary test” as a flexible test, and no single
factor is determinative. Accordingly, whether an intern or student is an employee under
the FLSA necessarily depends on the unique circumstances of each case.
If analysis of these circumstances reveals that an intern or student is actually an

employee, then he or she is entitled to both minimum wage and overtime pay under the
FLSA. On the other hand, if the analysis confirms that the intern or student is not an
employee, then he or she is not entitled to either minimum wage or overtime pay under
the FLSA.
Footnotes
1 - The FLSA exempts certain people who volunteer to perform services for a state or
local government agency or who volunteer for humanitarian purposes for non-profit
food banks. WHD also recognizes an exception for individuals who volunteer their time,
freely and without anticipation of compensation, for religious, charitable, civic, or
humanitarian purposes to non-profit organizations. Unpaid internships for public sector
and non-profit charitable organizations, where the intern volunteers without expectation
of compensation, are generally permissible.
2 - E.g., Benjamin v. B & H Educ., Inc., --- F.3d ---, 2017 WL 6460087, at *4-5 (9th Cir. Dec. 19,
2017); Glatt v. Fox Searchlight Pictures, Inc., 811 F.3d 528, 536-37 (2d Cir.
2016); Schumann v. Collier Anesthesia, P.A., 803 F.3d 1199, 1211-12 (11th Cir. 2015); see
also Walling v. Portland Terminal Co., 330 U.S. 148, 152-53 (1947); Solis v. Laurelbrook
Sanitarium & Sch., Inc., 642 F.3d 518, 529 (6th Cir. 2011).
Source: https://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/whdfs71.htm
More information from the National Association of Colleges and Employers (NACE):
http://www.naceweb.org/public-policy-and-legal/legislation-and-regulations/newguidelines-for-internships-the-new-unpaid-intern-test/
Anti-Discrimination
In accordance with University of Southern California policy, the Annenberg Career
Development office does not discriminate against any person on the basis of race,
color, sex, sexual orientation, religion, age, national or ethnic origin, political beliefs,
marital status, veteran status, or handicap, in admission to, access to, treatment in, or
employment in its programs or activities. Therefore, the Annenberg Career
Development will make its services available only to recruiting organizations whose
practices are consistent with this policy.
USC’s Commitment to a Safe, Harassment-Free Environment
The University of Southern California expects all members of the university community –
students, faculty, staff, employers, mentors, and visitors – to pursue their work and
education in a safe environment, free from harassment based on protected
characteristics, sexual misconduct, and interpersonal violence. Thus, it is imperative
that all individuals comply with USC’s expectation that any environment where our
students engage remain focused on respect and provide a space that is free of
discrimination and sexual harassment. If you experience, see, or hear of behavior that
violates this expectation, visit https://policy.usc.edu/student-misconduct/ or contact
the USC Title IX Coordinator at (213) 740-5086 or titleix@usc.edu.

